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Introduction
Measurements of the room-temperature yield strength

of MgO at high pressures have been attempted intensively
in the past decade (see Ref. 1 for a review). Various
experimental techniques have been used in determining
the high-pressure strength of polycrystalline MgO,
including measuring the radial distribution of pressure
and the final sample thickness in a diamond anvil cell
(DAC) [2], peak breadth of x-ray diffraction in a
conventional DIA [3], and distortion of the Debye rings
recorded parallel to the loading axis in a DAC [1]. In all
of these previous studies, differential stress is not an
independent experimental parameter; rather, it is a
consequence of either a pressure gradient or an elasticity
mismatch at grain-to-grain level, neither of which can be
controlled. Because of the inability to vary differential
stress, one cannot demonstrate convincingly that the
sample has reached its yield point, nor can one specify the
dependence of yield strength on total sample strain.

In the present study, we report on results from
differential stress measurements in MgO up to 6 GPa at
room temperature from using the newly developed
deformation-DIA (D-DIA) [4] by monochromatic
diffraction with a 2-D charge-coupled device (CCD)
detector. We used sintered polycrystalline cubic boron
nitride (cBN) anvils that are x-ray transparent; thus, we
were able to collect complete Debye rings (with the entire
360° azimuth coverage) with a 2θ range up to about 12°.
By using high-energy x-rays (small wavelengths),
diffraction lines down to about 1 Å can be recorded
within this 2θ range. Ellipticity of the Debye rings
provided information on elastic lattice distortions due to
the differential stress. Detailed procedures were
developed in obtaining differential stress from the lattice
strain measurement, based on lattice strain theory [5]. We
demonstrated that by advancing/retracting the differential
rams, differential stress levels in the sample could be
controlled under a given pressure and temperature
condition. This capability allowed us to examine
correlations of certain experimental observables with the
differential stress level.

Methods and Materials
Figure 1 shows schematic configuration of the entire

setup (top view). The D-DIA module [4] is compressed in
the 250-ton press [6] installed at GSECARS beamline

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of x-ray diffraction and
imaging setup (top view). Transmitted x-rays are
converted by the YAG single-crystal phosphor to visible
light, which is then reflected by the mirror through the
microscope objective into the MicroMax CCD camera.
For the imaging mode, the YAG and mirror assembly is in
the beam path, and the incident slits are out of it. For the
x-ray diffraction, incident slits are moved in, and both the
CCD camera and YAG assemblies are moved out from the
beam path. Diffracted x-rays travel above the YAG
assembly and are detected by a Bruker SMART 1500
CCD detector. A monochromatic beam of 55.0 keV (λ =
0.225 Å) is used for both imaging and diffraction.

station 13-BM-D [7] at the APS. As the differential rams
of the D-DIA advance (retract) the sample, the top and
bottom anvils push toward (retreat from) the sample,
causing the main hydraulic ram load to increase
(decrease). Therefore, an additional hydraulic ram is
tapped into the main ram for fine adjustments in main ram
load, in order to maintain a constant pressure.

A monochromatic x-ray beam (55.0 keV,
corresponding to a wavelength of 0.225 Å) with an
overall beam size of about 3 × 3 mm is used. For
diffraction, the incident x-rays were collimated to
200 × 200 µm by two pairs of tungsten carbide entrance
slits, and the diffracted x-rays were detected by a Bruker
SMART 1500 x-ray CCD detector (1024 × 1024 pixels).
An x-ray imaging system was mounted on the press frame
to monitor the sample during compression and ram
advancement/retraction cycles. Radiographic imaging was
accomplished by retracting the entrance slits from
the x-ray path and by projecting the x-ray absorption
contrast of the high-pressure cell assembly onto a



yttrium-aluminum-garnet (YAG) phosphor, which
converted x-rays to visible light that was viewed by a
MicroMax CCD camera (1300 × 1000 pixels) through a
microscope objective. By using a 5× objective, an area of
2.6 × 2.0 mm2 could be observed, with a resolution of
2 µm/pixel throughout the runs.

A powdered MgO sample was sandwiched by sintered
Al2O3 pistons in a 6-mm edge-length cube made of a
mixture of amorphous boron and epoxy resin.

Prior to an experiment, the tilt and rotation of the
SMART 1500 relative to the incident x-ray beam were
calibrated with an x-ray diffraction standard (CeO2). We
used the sample diffraction pattern at ambient conditions
to determine the sample-to-detector distance. At each
pressure, differential rams were advanced at a constant
speed to shorten the sample, while diffraction patterns and
x-ray images were repeatedly recorded at 300-s and 60-s
exposures at the center of the sample, respectively.

Two experiments were conducted, each with two
deformation cycles at two different pressures. In the first
run, pressure was increased to 2 GPa, and the differential
rams were advanced by 0.4 mm in total displacement
(0.2 mm for each ram). The pressure was then increased
to 6 GPa, where the differential rams were advanced by
another 0.5 mm. Finally the ram load was released. In the
second run, pressure was first increased to 5 GPa, and
both rams were advanced by 0.35 mm. Then the pressure
was decreased to 1.5 GPa, followed by another 0.4-mm
ram advancement, after which the main ram load was
released.

Results
Figure 2 shows the lattice distortion for the (200)

reflection obtained from x-ray diffraction as a function of
azimuth. During the first deformation cycle in the first run
at 2 GPa, distortion of the Debye ring (200) increased, as
indicated by the increasing magnitude of sinusoidal
modulation. After the first deformation cycle, the sample
was compressed isotropically to 6 GPa, between data sets
036 and 039. During the second deformation cycle at
6 GPa, distortion of the (200) Debye ring was further
increased. Note that at the magic angle ϕ = 35.26°, lattice
strain remained almost constant, especially at 6 GPa,
indicating that we were successful in maintaining a
constant pressure. After the run, the lattice strain returned
to zero (data set 063). Despite having different
compression and deformation histories, the second run
showed quite similar distortion (Fig. 2, bottom).

One of the critical issues in measuring the yield
strength of materials by using diffraction is how to detect
yielding. In the D-DIA, total strain measurement is
essential in establishing reproducible stress-strain curves
(Fig. 3). Complications may arise, however, if the sample
has high porosity. Our data indicate that a powdered
sample is not desirable in deformation experiments

(Fig. 3, run 1, path 1). In the first deformation cycle at
2 GPa in run 1, the strain rate of the MgO sample was
about twice as fast as that of the other three cycles,
whereas we advanced differential rams with a constant
rate for all four deformation cycles. The slope is
shallower than that of other three cycles by a factor of
about 2 (Fig. 3). Total strains determined by using the
imaging technique may be compromised by the presence
of pores, which, depending on their geometry, may
require extremely high pressures to close. Fully densified
starting materials would be much more desirable.

Yield strength measurements of MgO from using
different techniques are summarized in Fig. 4 [1-3, 8-10],
together with our results. Note that only in the D-DIA can
differential stress be independently controlled at a given
pressure.

Our differential stress data lie between the upper bound
[1, 8, 9] and the lower bound [2]. Meade and Jeanloz [2]
noted that their assumptions might cause an underestimate
of the yield strength; therefore, their data provided a
lower bound. Although our elastic anisotropy data suggest
sample yielding (at least in [100]), we consider that we
might not reach yielding for the entire sample. Only the
last data point is therefore shown (in solid symbols),
indicating the lower bound of yield strength.

Weidner et al. [3] relied on grain-to-grain stress
heterogeneity to deform the crystallites. It is difficult to
determine whether the sample has yielded. Their sample
is compressed by zirconia end plugs in a conventional
DIA. We observe that in our experiments, isotropic
compression did not cause a significant accumulation of
differential stress (Fig. 2). Merkel et al. [1] used a DAC
with essentially the same analytical method as ours. The
initial difference in our stresses and Merkel et al.’s [1]
stresses indicates the difference in the magnitude of
nonhydrostaticity between the DAC and the D-DIA. As
we advance differential rams, the magnitude of
nonhydrostaticity becomes greater and higher, so
differential stress is approaching that in the DAC.

MgO has widely been employed as a pressure standard.
In the same way, we planned to use this material as a
“piezometer” to measure stress and apply the stress data
to the sample adjacent to the piezometer. When MgO
yielded, we observed some anomalies in anisotropy.
Further careful experiments and discussion are needed in
order to apply the stress data to the sample.

Discussion
Differential stress levels in the sample could be

controlled successfully under a given pressure and
temperature condition during deformation cycles (Figs. 2
and 3). This capability allowed us to examine correlations
of certain experimental observables with the differential
stress level.
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FIG. 2. Strain data on Mg(O 200) at pressures up to 6 GPa in run 1 (top) and run 2 (bottom). In the first run, data set 016
through 036 are collected at a pressure of 2.0 GPa, with the differential rams continuously advancing. The sample was then
compressed isotropically to 6.0 GPa, and again, ram was advanced. Data set 063 was taken when a press load was released.
In the second run, ram was advanced first at high pressure (5.0 GPa) and then at low pressure (1.5 GPa). Despite their
different histories, both strain data are very consistent.
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FIG. 3. Differential stress (Voigt-Reuss-Hill average)
versus total axial strain for MgO. Error bar shows
uncertainty estimated from Reuss and Voigt models.
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FIG. 4. Differential stress versus pressure for MgO. Open
circles denote run 1, and open squares denote run 2. The
last data point at each deformation process is shown by a
solid symbol, indicating the lower bound of yield strength.
Note that the capability of the D-DIA enabling differential
stress increases at constant pressure.
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